
Salesforce Vs Microsoft Dynamics CRM Comparison

A solid customer relationship management (CRM) solution is one that enables enterprises to better interact with their customers and understand their 

preferences to serve more efficiently. With numerous companies entering the CRM software market at various price points and with different 

functionalities, making a right choice is unarguably difficult. 

Today, the marketplace is teeming with CRM systems that allow enterprises to connect with employees and customers in a more dynamic way. But not 

all systems are created equal.This makes it harder for organizations to choose a solution that fits well with their customer, budget and business 

requirements. Among many mega-vendors that account for a large market-share, this article compares two of the major players in the CRM market: 

Microsoft Dynamics vs Salesforce. 

Both the platforms have many resemblances and dominant user bases. However, with each new update, they try to differentiate themselves in the CRM 

market.  

Here are five well-defined differences that showcase how Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Salesforce measure up against each other

1.User Experience: The user experience in Salesforce is a combination of a simple user interface and application utility that meets customer demands. It 

has a well-designed user interface that is intuitive and customizable. On the other hand Dynamics CRM?s user interface has improved over the years and 

now delivers a more modern user experience. It is quite adaptive to user preferences and expectations when it comes to modifying the stylesheets, tabs, 

themes and typography. 

2. Marketing: Salesforce?s acquisition of ExactTarget and Pardot delivers customer-specific services for email marketing and marketing automation. The 

Salesforce Marketing Cloud allows marketing managers to create and manage marketing campaigns and relationships with customers on the go. 

However, Microsoft acquired MarketPilot and with subsequent rationalization, it introduced MDM (Microsoft Dynamics Marketing) that gives users 

exceptional insights into customer data, enables automated multi-channel campaigns to drive tangible results, delivers more comprehensive customer 

engagement processes and offers unique value through Marketing Resource Management

3.Service:  Salesforce offers excellent case management, knowledge management, and social service capabilities, while Microsoft Dynamics has made 

customer service a point of differentiation. It acquired Parature, Adxstudio, and FieldOne and combined them into a single solution to offer assisted 

service, field service, self-service, and support for professional Dynamics CRM services. 

4.Business Intelligence: Salesforce Analytics Cloud, a business intelligence software powered by Wave, leverages cloud and mobile technology to deliver 

more powerful and secure data, faster. Although it lacks data integration tools, there are various third-party solutions available on AppExchange. It 

further lacks extensibility and requires you to learn a proprietary language that can  incur additional costs to rack up the monthly subscription. 

However, Dynamics CRM integrates with Microsoft Power BI that facilitates agile data analysis through self-service business intelligence analytics 

managed in the cloud for collaboration and sharing. It is a simple, all-in-one analytics solution to extract and transform functions, analyze capabilities 

and powerful data visualizations.  

5.Customer Support: Salesforce offers reasonable phone support based on varying free structures. Customers have lesser options when onsite 

consultation is needed. Also, the number of Salesforce partners catering to small and mid-sized business is low. But Microsoft Dynamics is a larger and 

more mature consultant network with several certified partners across the globe providing comprehensive Dynamics CRM Consulting Services and 

solutions at competitive rates.  

Conclusion: 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM is an ideal choice if you want to work with a familiar coding language and deploy the system on-premises. Whereas Salesforce 

can help you keep your customer data in the cloud and allow your IT staff to focus on other projects. But Microsoft Dynamics CRM is ideal for your 

business because it offers better pricing and is widely used by innovative enterprises. 

http://www.propertyxrm.com


Product Features Salesforce Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM

Pricing High-end Mid to High-end

User Range Depends on the selected 
package

Unlimited

Deployment Cloud Cloud
 On-Premise

Operating Systems Mac
 Linux

 Windows

Mac
 Linux

 Windows

Mobile Compatibility Android
 iOS

 Windows

Android
 iOS

 Windows

Target Customer Size Small Business
 Medium-sized Business

 Enterprise

Small Business
 Medium-sized Business

 Enterprise

Reporting/analytics Yes Yes

Lead Management Yes Yes

Case Management Yes Yes

Marketing Automation Requires Add-ons Requires Add-ons



Enterprise Social 
Networking

Yes Yes

Sales Performance 
Management

Yes No

App Marketplace Yes Yes

Conference/IM Yes Yes

Custom Workflows Yes Yes

Email Interoperability Yes Yes

Access Controls Yes Yes

Onsite Availability No Yes

API SOAP API Web Service API

Multi-lingual 16 languages 45 languages

Office Suite No Office 365


